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ABSTRACT

For on-device automatic speech recognition (ASR), quan-
tization aware training (QAT) is ubiquitous to achieve the
trade-off between model predictive performance and effi-
ciency. Among existing QAT methods, one major draw-
back is that the quantization centroids have to be predeter-
mined and fixed. To overcome this limitation, we intro-
duce a regularization-free, “soft-to-hard” compression mech-
anism with self-adjustable centroids in a µ-Law constrained
space, resulting in a simpler yet more versatile quantiza-
tion scheme, called General Quantizer (GQ). We apply GQ
to ASR tasks using Recurrent Neural Network Transducer
(RNN-T) and Conformer architectures on both LibriSpeech
and de-identified far-field datasets. Without accuracy degra-
dation, GQ can compress both RNN-T and Conformer into
sub-8-bit, and for some RNN-T layers, to 1-bit for fast and
accurate inference. We observe a 30.73% memory footprint
saving and 31.75% user-perceived latency reduction com-
pared to 8-bit QAT via physical device benchmarking.

Index Terms— On-device speech recognition, quantiza-
tion aware training, RNN-T, conformer, model efficiency

1. INTRODUCTION

Improving the efficiency of neural automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) models via quantization is critical for on-device
deployment scenarios. For neural network accelerator (NNA)
embedded devices, where memory and bandwidth are at a
premium, quantization can reduce the footprint and lower the
bandwidth consumption of ASR execution, which will not
only afford a faster model inference but also facilitate model
deployment to various portable devices where a stable net-
work connection is limited.

Existing quantization methods can be post-training quan-
tization (PTQ) or in-training / quantization aware training
(QAT). PTQ is applied after the model training is complete
by compressing models into 8-bit representations and is rela-
tively well supported by various libraries [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], such
as TensorFlow Lite [7] and AIMET [8] for on-device deploy-
ment. However, almost no existing PTQ supports customized
quantization configurations to compress machine learning
(ML) layers and kernels into sub-8-bit (S8B) regimes [9].

Moreover, the performance drop is inevitable as the model
is unaware of the loss of precision when being quantized at
test time. In contrast, QAT performs bit-depth reduction of
model weights (for example, from 32-bit floating point to
8-bit integer) during training which usually yields superior
performance over PTQ [10][11]. The QAT mechanism can
be in the forward pass (FP-QAT) or the backward pass (BP-
QAT), with the difference being whether regularization is
used in the loss function. FP-QAT [9] quantizes the model
weights during forward propagation to pre-defined quanti-
zation centroids. BP-QAT [12, 13, 14] relies on customized
regularizers to gradually force weights to those quantization
centroids (i.e., “soft quantization” via gradient) during train-
ing before hard compression performs in the late training
phase. As model weights are informed by the customized
regularizers to move closer to where they are quantized at
runtime per training step, the predictive performance is often
well preserved. Therefore, the focus of this work is on QAT.

Under both FP- and BP-QAT, it is essential that the quan-
tization centroids are defined and specified before model
training. As such, the demerit is the low feasibility when
quantizing models in S8B mode because one needs to select
the proper quantization centroids and their configurations for
each kernel in each layer to ensure minimal runtime perfor-
mance degradation. Consequently, applying existing QAT
methods to Conformer [15] becomes quite challenging, as it
usually contains more than hundreds of kernels.

In this work, we propose General Quantizer (GQ), a
regularization-free, model-agnostic quantization scheme with
a mixed flavor of both FP- and BP-QAT. GQ is “general” in
that it does not augment the objective function by introducing
any regularizer as in BP-QAT but determines the appropri-
ate quantization centroids during model training for a given
bit depth, and it can be simply applied in a plug-and-play
manner to an arbitrary ASR model. Unlike FP-QAT, GQ
features a soft-to-hard quantization during training, allow-
ing model weights to hop around adjacent partitions more
easily. Under GQ, quantization centroids are self-adjustable
but in a µ-Law constrained space. As a proof-of-concept,
we adopt the ASR task and conduct experiments on both the
LibriSpeech and de-identified far-field datasets to evaluate
GQ on three major end-to-end ASR architectures, namely
conventional Recurrent Neural Network Transducer (RNN-



T) [16], Bifocal RNN-T [17], and Conformer [18][19]. Our
results show that in all three architectures, GQ yields little to
no accuracy loss when compressing models to S8B or even
sub-5-bit (5-bit or lower). We also present performance op-
timization strategies from ablation studies on bit-allocation
and quantization frequency. Our contributions are as follows:

• We propose GQ, inspired by both FP- and BP-QAT ap-
proaches. GQ enables on-centroid weight aggregation
without augmented regularizers. Instead, it leverages
Softmax annealing to impose soft-to-hard quantization
on centroids from the µ-Law constrained space.

• GQ supports different quantization modes for a wide
range of granularity: different bit depths can be speci-
fied for different kernels/layers/modules.

• With GQ, we losslessly compress a lightweight stream-
ing Conformer into sub-5-bit with more than 6×
model size reduction. To our best knowledge, this
is among the first sub-5-bit Conformer models for on-
device ASR. Without accuracy degradation, our GQ-
compressed 5-bit Bifocal RNN-T reduces the memory
footprint by 30.73% and P90 user-perceived latency
(UPL) by 31.30%.

We describe the problem in Sec. 2 and GQ in Sec. 3. The
experimental settings and results are detailed in Sec. 4. We
conclude in Sec. 5 with some final remarks.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Problem Formulation

Consider a general deep neural network architecture with K
layers, F = F1 ◦ · · · ◦ FK , mapping the input from Rd1
to the output in RdK+1 as F : Rd1 7−→ RdK+1 , where the
input and output of an arbitrary k-th layer are x(k+1) :=
Fk(x(k)). Under supervised learning, the training data X =
{x1, . . . ,xN} and Y = {y1, . . . ,yN} are used for updat-
ing model weights W = [W1, . . . ,WK ] for K layers in F .
Usually the optimization process is over the training objective

function L(X ,Y,F ,W) = 1
N

N∑
i=1

`(F(xi),yi) + λR(W),

where i is the data batch index, ` is the major loss term mea-
suring model accuracy and R(W) is the regularizer blended
to the objective function via a coefficient λ.

Network quantization aims at discretizing model weights.
For scalar quantization, it is to convert each weight, w ∈ W,
to a quantization centroid, z ∈ z, where z = [z1, ...zm] to
ensure the network is compressed into dlog2me-bit. For S8B
quantization, centroids are from a subset of INT8 values.

2.2. Related QAT Approaches

BP-QAT counters model weight continuity via regulariza-
tion. For example, it introduces weight regularizers on

model weights, i.e., R(W), measuring the point-wise dis-
tance between each weight and m quantization centroids in
the centroid vector z = [z1, ...zm]. Note that the quantization
weight regularizer in the loss function, as R(W), must be
gradient descent compatible. Consequently, R(W) cannot
enforce each weight to be replaced by the closest centroid in
z as w = argmin

i
||w − zi|| , for w ∈ W and zi ∈ z, be-

cause the min operator is not differentiable. Recent BP-QAT
methods force weights to approach the centroid in z using
R(W) =

∑
w∈W

D(w, z), where the differentiable dissimilarity

function D is based on a cosine function in [12, 13].
In contrast, FP-QAT can be regularizer free [9, 20]. Usu-

ally, the process is to use a “fake quantizer” or equivalent
operations during training, hard quantizing weights to a spe-
cific range and bit-depth; and then at runtime, converting the
model to INT8 format via TFLite [21]. The study [9] uses
native quantization operators with which, during training,
the weights are quantized and then converted to the integer
type for model deployment. However, FP-QAT is essentially
hard compression recurring during training with severely
dropped performance when applied to S8B quantization.
Consequently, finetuning is usually needed, which prolongs
the model training time [22, 23].

Both FP-QAT and BP-QAT require specifying appropri-
ate quantization centroids before model training. While the
centroids for INT8 model compression are pre-defined, for
S8B quantization, the optimal set of centroids is usually ker-
nel/layer specific. For models, such as Conformer [15], where
there are usually hundreds of kernels, current S8B QAT meth-
ods become less tractable.

In this work, we combine the merit from both FP- and
BP-QAT and propose General Quantizer (GQ) that navigates
weights to the corresponding quantization centroids without
introducing augmented regularizers but via feedforward-only
operators. Our work is inspired by a continuous relaxation of
quantization [24] also used for speech representation learning
[25, 26, 27, 28, 29], and µ-Law algorithm for 8-bit pulse-code
modulation (PCM) digital telecommunication [30].

3. METHODS

3.1. Centroid Selection via Softmax-Based Dissimilarity
Matrices

For any weight value wi ∈ w where |w| = n, and the quan-
tization centroid vector z = [z1, ...zm], we define the point-
wise dissimilarity matrix in Eq. 1

Asoft =

a11 · · · a1m
...

. . .
...

an1 · · · anm

 , (1)

where aij is the probability of representing wi by zj . Each
row in Asoft[i·] is summed to 1 with the largest probability
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(a) Weight value before and after
quantization approximation. Here,
the larger the softmax temperature α
is, the closer to true quantization that
the weight transformation becomes.
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(b) Relationship between the
wrapped quantization centroids
and µ. A large µ means more
quantization centroids are allocated
near 0 and vice versa.

Fig. 1: Hyperparameters in GQ: α adjusts the quantization
temperature which increases gradually during training, and µ
modulates the non-linearity of quantization centroids.

going to the closest centroid. This is achieved when the point-
wise distance ||wi − zj ||1 is scaled by a negative number −α
and wrapped by a Softmax function in Eq. 2

aij =
e−α||wi−zj ||1

m∑
j=1

e−α||wi−zj ||1
. (2)

Here, α ∈ [1,∞) serves as the Softmax temperature for quan-
tization annealing. When α is relatively small, wi will be ap-
proximated by all centroids in z (see Eq.3); when α → ∞,
Asoft[i·] becomes a one-hot vector Ahard[i·] and the weight
will be the closest centroid.

wi = z ×Asoft[i·]T . (3)

For simplicity, during training, we set the initial and target
scalar values to be αstart and αend, and allow α to gradually
and linearly increase from sstart to send, as shown in Eq. 4.

α = αstart + (s− sstart)×
αend − αstart

send − sstart
. (4)

As a result, the QAT effect is gradually intensified. At α =
10, a rather small value, weights after being approximated by
quantization centroids in z roughly preserve their original val-
ues; however, as α gradually increased to 500, the near-linear
line almost becomes a step function, aggregating weights to
just a few centroids (see Fig. 1 (a)). This forms a soft-to-
hard QAT and allows model weights to be updated via gradi-
ents with barely any extra constraint during the early stage of
training before driving weights to a certain centroid.

System Memory NNA Chip Memory

Sub-8-bit Matrices 8-bit Matrices INT8 Neural Computing

Fig. 2: Loading weights from system memory to chip mem-
ory on NNA is faster in S8B format, although the arithmetic
operation is still in INT8 format.

3.2. Adjusting Centroids with µ-Law Expanding

We assume weight distribution symmetry from any kernel
in a trained 32-bit neural network in which the absolute val-
ues of most weights are small. Consequently, the imposed
m quantization centroids in z should also be symmetric
(|zi| = |zm+1−i| where i ∈ [1,m]) with most centroids close
to 0. To specify and adjust the level of non-linearity of z per
kernel during training, we resort to µ-Law algorithm, mainly
used in 8-bit PCM telecommunication (similar to A-Law al-
gorithm standardized in Europe). The motivation for using
µ-Law function is that it accents samplings from small (soft)
values, reducing the quantization error and increasing signal-
to-quantization-noise-error (SQNR) for data transmission.
Hence, we employ the µ-Law algorithm in GQ to improve
the quantization robustness of ASR models.

In µ-Law expanding function (Eq. 5), z, linearly spaced
values within the range of -1 and 1, are warped as z′ in which
the values are driven closer to 0, except for the boundary
poles. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), when µ increases, the linearly
spaced values are more noticeably warped in the µ-Law trans-
formed space: by adjusting the value of µ that minimizes the
quantization error argmin

µ
||z′ × Asoft − w||2, quantization

centroids in z can be re-distributed to better reflect the dy-
namic weight range of a specific neural component. A larger
µ means the weight distribution is concentrated near 0; there-
fore, we allocate more quantization centroids near the origin.
Smaller µ values indicate the weight distribution is tail-heavy.

z′ = sng(z)
(
(1 + µ)|z| − 1

1 + µ

)
. (5)

3.3. S8B Model for 8-Bit Computing

Due to limited chip memory size and bandwidth of the NNA,
weights are loaded from system memory to the chip memory
per matrix, which is time consuming. Hence, compressing the
model into S8B can achieve inference speedup, even though
NNA uses INT8 for neural computing (see Fig.2).

Nonetheless, we map z′ in Eq. 5 to the closest value in
[· · · k/128 · · · ], where the integer k ∈ [−128, 127], such that
in-training and runtime quantization centroids are consistent.

3.4. Callback “Is All You Need”

A callback is a set of functions to be invoked at certain train-
ing stages. Under GQ, the callback is all you need: For any



(a) During model training, the approximation scalar α increases, gradually and more ef-
fectively aggregating adjacent weights toward the corresponding centroid. µ is adaptable
as model weights converge.
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<latexit sha1_base64="kjd0ESS2RFrhUhIglew485xBXz4=">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</latexit>

Ahard

<latexit sha1_base64="1qOBUFlCO5HW8f1dQ1gmyXqn3zM=">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</latexit>

Quantized weight vector: w

<latexit sha1_base64="7lyPmmyFHYmYO8WdA6sHYq86wa4=">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</latexit>

wsoft

<latexit sha1_base64="TBx99oisyVLzcS2WFNlYdYgAl4I=">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</latexit>

whard

<latexit sha1_base64="2dbmP87ieWAmkI8WJQ41Ym9hFPA=">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</latexit>

Centroid assignment matrix: A

<latexit sha1_base64="sOdR7TTOJUDUGQ3EwQ1SuG5X0E0=">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</latexit>

zA

<latexit sha1_base64="wHOjHMiNauVsBSjsgzWe56Pnsl4=">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</latexit>

Arbitrary tensor: W

<latexit sha1_base64="z7oiv5lUpZxtvXxcZkKQCxVa2kU=">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</latexit>

Quantized tensor: W
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(b) An illustration of a GQ callback, in which every weight matrix
in an arbitrary ASR network is compressed to a certain bit-depth
given the annealing factor α and non-linearity factor µ.

Fig. 3: The Softmax temperature α and non-linearity factor µ for quantization centroids are updated during GQ callbacks.

tensor from an ASR model, during the callback, GQ will be
applied to every weight vector w ∈ W compressing it into
w, for any W ∈ W. Concretely in Fig. 3 (b), we consider a
binarized case where the centroid vector contains two values:
0 and 1. As the annealing factor α increases during training,
the centroid assignment probabilities in A become more con-
trastive with the probability on the closest centroid becoming
almost 1 and the other nearing 0. When α is sufficiently large,
A approximates Ahard where each row is a one-hot vector. In
the meantime, µ is adjusted as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Up to
this stage, hard-quantizing W with Ahard does not yield no-
ticeable degradation. In other words, without any regularizer,
GQ effectively pushes weights to centroids during training for
runtime model compression.

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Model

We consider both RNN-T and a lightweight streamable Con-
former for experimental validation. We build a conventional
RNN-T consisting of 5 LSTM encoding layers and 2 LSTM
decoding layers with 1024 hidden units per layer and a fully
connected joint layer. Furthermore, we benchmark GQ on
an RNN-T variant with a branched encoder, named Bifocal
RNN-T [17]. It has 2 encoders of different computational
complexity and decides on-the-fly which encoder to use per
input frame. Aside from the encoder in conventional RNN-
T, bifocal RNN-T has another much smaller encoder with the
same amount of layers but only 256 hidden units to process
less intentful input frames.

Another end-to-end streaming ASR model is Conformer
[15], whose audio encoder consists of stacks of Conformer
blocks (see Table.1). Each Conformer block consists of two
feedforward layers, a multi-head attention layer, and a con-

volutional module. We build a Conformer with 14 layers in
which we use multi-head attention with 4 heads and each head
with a dimension of 64. We make it causal by applying masks
to multi-head attention layers to only attend to the left context.
For the sub-sampling block of Conformer, we use two layers
of 2D CNN with filters of 128 channels, kernel size of 3, and
stride of 2. The feedforward hidden unit dimension is 1024.
We adopt SpecAug [32] with the following hyper-parameters:
maximum ratio of masked time frames=0.04, adaptive mul-
tiplicity=0.04, maximum ratio of masked frequencies=0.34,
and number of frequency masks=2.

We use a word-piece tokenizer and generate 2500 word-
piece tokens as the output vocabulary. We use the Adam op-
timizer [33] with β1=0.9, β2=0.98, and ε=1e-9. The learning
rate is 0.002 with 10k warm-up steps. The step size is 1k,
and 5k for Librispeech and de-identified in-house data, re-
spectively, and the model is trained until no improvement is
observed on the dev set. With µ=8, α is gradually increased
from 10 to 400 before the hard compression.

4.2. Data

We train conventional RNN-T and Conformer on LibriSpeech
data corpus with 960 hours of training data for 120k steps.
The 5.4 hours of dev-clean dataset and 5.3 hours of dev-other
dataset are used for checkpoint selection. Models are then
evaluated on 5.4 hours of test-clean and 5.1 hours of test-other
dataset. We train the Bifocal RNN-T on a de-identified far-
field dataset consisting of 100k hours of human transcribed
data for 700k steps, validate the training via 50k utterances of
dev dataset, and evaluate the model with 50k test utterances
that are frequently queried in spoken language understanding
tasks. We benchmark the UPL metrics from 4 NNA embed-
ded devices on 6k utterances.



Table 1: The Conformer architecture with∼ 28M parameters
and 14 blocks. All first 13 blocks share the same topology
while the last block does not include the dense kernel labeled
by ‡. Those with † form the dot product multi-head attention
with relative positional embeddings (causal-relmha) [31]. Bi-
ases are not listed.

Conformer Module Kernel Shape Params (M)

E
nc

od
er

Subsampling
Kernel

(3, 3, 1, 128)
(3, 3, 128, 128)

(6144, 256)
1.72

Conformer
Block

(256, 1024) 

×14

(1024, 256)
(4, 256, 64)†

(4, 256, 64)†

(4, 256, 64)†

(4, 256, 64)†

(4, 64, 256)†

(1, 1, 256, 512)
(32, 1, 256, 1)
(1, 1, 256, 256)

(256, 1024)
(1024, 256)‡

21.87

Encoder Proj
Dense Kernel (256, 100) 0.26

D
ec

od
er

Single
LSTM Layer

(256, 2560)
(640, 2560)

2.62
Vocab Proj

Dense Kernel (640, 512)

Joint Dense Kernel (512, 2501) 1.28

Table 2: WER performance of Conventional RNN-T on Lib-
riSpeech datasets

dev-clean dev-other test-clean test-other

32-bit baseline 8.11 21.27 8.68 22.29

8-bit QAT 8.15 21.41 8.70 22.36

6-bit QAT 8.32 21.84 8.90 22.82

6-bit GQ 7.76 20.80 8.39 22.12

5-bit GQ 7.93 21.34 8.33 22.16

4-bit GQ 8.23 21.82 8.78 22.54

4.3. Accuracy Comparison for RNN-T and Conformer

For conventional RNN-T, we compare GQ with its BP-QAT
[12] in various S8B settings in Table.2. At 6-bit, GQ achieves
a lower word error rate (WER) from all 4 datasets with 5.7%
relative WER improvement on test-clean and 2.6% on test-
other. It shows no degradation at 5-bit and 6-bit from 32-
bit. GQ at 4-bit only shows less than 2% relative degradation
compared to QAT at 8-bit.

We also report WERs from a GQ compressed Conformer
in Table. 3. While the 32-bit baseline yields the best WER
on the training set, both 5-bit and 6-bit quantized Conform-
ers (with all other settings being the same) generalize better
on dev-clean and dev-other datasets. Furthermore, we select

Table 3: GQ performance on a lightweight and streaming
Conformer for LibriSpeech datasets. Here, full x-bit means
all weights in the model are compressed to x-bit. If a module
is labeled as x-bit, all weights in that module are compressed
to x-bit with all other weights in 8-bit.

train dev-clean dev-other test-clean test-other size reduct.

32-bit baseline 0.86 5.62 14.11 5.74 14.21 –

Full 6-bit 1.42 5.06 13.42 5.26 13.38 5.3×

Full 5-bit 2.15 5.38 13.58 5.50 13.85 6.4×

4-bit Conv-Block 1.73 5.97 14.52 6.02 14.87 7.1×

4-bit MHSA 1.02 5.46 13.85 5.76 14.26 4.6×

the best checkpoint based on dev-clean WER and observe no
degradation from the test sets with the model size reduced by
6.4×. Although this seems counter-intuitive in that the com-
pressed model outperforms the 32-bit baseline, it is not rare as
also shown in [9]. One explanation is that by driving weights
towards quantization centroids, the search space is drastically
reduced, yielding an arguably easier optimization process.

Although GQ shows little (< 5% relatively) to no accu-
racy loss compared to the 32-bit baseline, it is worth mention-
ing that 4-bit quantization severely impacts the generalizabil-
ity of Conformer on dev and test datasets, compared to the 5-
bit mode. Even when only multi-head self-attention (MHSA)
modules (approximately only 15% of total parameters) are
quantized in 4-bit, the WER from dev and test datasets de-
clines noticeably while that from the training dataset is much
better. It is also observed from the 4-bit conv-block setting
where about 77% of weights are 4-bit compressed.

4.4. Accuracy, Memory Footprint and UPL Comparisons
for Bifocal RNN-T

To better understand GQ’s impact on memory footprint and
UPL, we apply both GQ and our previous QAT methods to
Bifocal RNN-T trained on a de-identified far-field dataset,
where weights are compressed to various bit-depth configu-
rations (see Table.4). Under S8B-QAT, we compress weights
in all but the first layer in 5-bit for the left encoder (L-Enc),
right encoder (R-Enc), and decoder with all other weights in
8-bit. With GQ, we compress the model to 5-bit (5B-GQ)
or lower (S5B-GQ) without damaging the predictive perfor-
mance on the frequent test set, compared to our previous 8-bit
(8B-QAT) and sub-8-bit (S8B-QAT) methods.

We compile the ONNX files [34] of the trained models to
hardware executable binary files for memory and UPL bench-
markings. In Table. 4, the memory consumption is reduced
to 20.83MB in 5-bit from 30.07MB in 8-bit, which amounts
to a 30.73% memory savings and yields to 20% p50 UPL re-
duction (32.30% and 32.75% UPL reduction for P90 and P99,
respectively). Although we binarize the left encoder without
degrading the accuracy, the impact on memory and latency is
not significant as the left encoder is already small.



Table 4: Memory footprint, UPL and accuracy benchmarks for Bifocal RNN-T under various quantization bit-depth settings.
The number of model parameters is the same among four experimental settings for a fair comparison.

Bit-Depth Normalized Memory Footprint Normalized UPL Normalized Accuracy

L-Enc R-Enc Dec Joint Total Rel. Dgrd. P50 Rel. Dgrd. P90 Rel. Dgrd. P99 Rel. Dgrd. Frequent Test Set

8B-QAT 8 8 8 8 1.00 – 1.00 – 1.55 – 2.58 – 1.00

S8B-QAT 5/8 5/8 5/8 8 0.83 -17.43 0.87 -12.52 1.22 -21.08 2.04 -20.68 0.99

5B-GQ 5 5 5 5 0.69 -30.73 0.80 -19.75 1.07 -31.30 1.76 -31.75 0.96

S5B-GQ 1 5 5 5 0.68 -32.09 0.80 -20.31 1.05 -32.20 1.70 -34.07 0.97
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(b) Kernel-wise bit allocation and its weight boundary for the 6-bit Conformer. Every quantized kernel
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consume less than 32 values, indicating a possibility of 5-bit quantization.

Fig. 4: Without loss of generality, we use Conformer for ablation studies on quantization frequency and bit allocation of GQ.

4.5. Analysis of Quantization Frequency and Bit-Allocation

To understand how frequent should GQ be invoked during
training, we alternate different quantization frequencies to
train the 6-bit Conformer. Fig. 4 (a) shows that a too fre-
quent in-training quantization setting hurts the predictive
performance. One explanation is that it offsets the gradient
effect by dragging weights back to the near-centroid zone.
In practice, we observe no accuracy degradation even when
the quantization frequency is 10k training steps, allowing us
to compress a Conformer model to 4-bit in just a few GQ
invocations. Additionally, the WER curves in Fig. 4 (a) are
relatively smooth as GQ periodically performs, which indi-
cates that the training is quantization aware even without any
augmented regularizers.

We perform bitwise analysis of all encoding blocks of a
lightweight and streaming Conformer (Fig. 4 (b)). 14 en-
coding blocks are included in the Conformer, accounting for
∼ 80% of the total parameters. The Conformer is fully quan-
tized to 6-bit requiring that all weight matrices (kernels) must
have no more than 64 distinct weight values. Weight matri-
ces are categorized as a dense kernel, MHSA kernel, or other
types of convolution kernel, such as a depthwise convolu-
tion kernel. Using a box plot, we show the lower and upper
quartiles of the 95% confidence interval along with the mean
(orange dotted line) and median (green solid line) values for

weight matrices from all blocks. It is worth noting that most
weight matrices do not consume all 64 distinct values from
6-bit quantization to yield predictive results as good as 32-
bit counterparts. Particularly, convolution kernels, whether
in MHSA modules or not, are less bit consuming than dense
kernels. The number of distinct values is found positively
correlated to the weight boundary of the kernel: a smaller
weight range indicates a fewer number of distinct values or
quantization bit-depth and vice versa. To further reduce the
memory footprint and UPL, compressing components with a
narrow boundary to a lower bit-depth could be preferred over
the dense kernel with a larger weight boundary.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We proposed General Quantizer (GQ) a plug-and-play QAT
mechanism, allowing models to be compressed to an arbi-
trary bit-depth during training without augmented regulariz-
ers. We applied GQ to three popular end-to-end Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) models: conventional RNN-T, Bi-
focal RNN-T, and Conformer. In various sub-8-bit settings,
GQ shows little to no accuracy degradation while noticeably
reducing the memory footprint and user-perceived latency.
GQ is model-agnostic and can be applied to feature map com-
pression as one future direction.
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